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Cooler nights make the perfect setting for coastal bonfires!

# L I B E R T Y C O U N T Y P R O U D



Melody 's Coastal Café :  Fish

or Shrimp Tacos

The Yellow Bee :  Shrimp &

Grits

Walthourville Meat Market :

Low Country Boil

Rodeo Mexican Restaurant :

Shrimp Quesadilla

Izola 's Country Café :  Fried

Fish Fridays

In Liberty County ,  we love our

seafood .  While dining with us ,

you 'll find there 's more than

one way to serve a shrimp !  

Next time you 're craving the

freshest catch of the day ,

check out one of these local

favorites .

As one of six coastal counties

in Georgia ,  you 're sure to find

a seafood dish you 'll love !

Click here to learn more about

these tasty dishes .

5  L IBERTY  COUNTY

SEAFOOD  D ISHES

WORTH

TRAVELL ING  FOR

GET  SOME  FRESH  AIR  ON

THESE  SERENE  BIKING  TRAILS

IN  LIBERTY  COUNTY

According to our local weather

forecast ,  it looks like it will be cooling

off just a bit more in the coming days ,

as well .  Stretch your legs after a long

day in the office and get some fresh air

while you do it .  The biking trails in

Liberty County will help you do just

that !

Bryant Commons in Hinesville is a

beautiful 150-acre park with the

perfect trail for you to embrace the

new fall atmosphere .  The Fort Morris

Historic Site in Sunbury The site is also  

part of the Colonial Coast Birding Trail ,

so keep your eyes open for

hummingbirds ,  woodpeckers and

more !  Click here to see the full list !
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LET 'S  KEEP  THE

CHEER  HERE  &

SUPPORT  LOCAL

BUS INESSES !

What is the Let's Keep
the Cheer Here

Campaign?

For the entire month of

November ,  various local

retailers and restaurants

will offer a deal of the day
at their location !

These deals range from

discounts to BOGO specials

to free gifts with your

purchases ,  so you don 't

want to miss them !

Shopping locally means

money stays within the

community ,  which allows

Liberty County resources to

be used on and for Liberty

County residents .  

Click to learn more about

the daily specials !  

With a place as historic as Liberty

County ,  it ’s easy to pack up a bus

and head out on a fun ,

educational field trip !  These days ,

it may be hard to get out and

explore ,  but even if your school

isn 't currently allowing field trips ,

these locations will still give your

student the opportunity to learn a

little more about Liberty County ! .

Luckily ,  all of these ideas are

social distancing friendly so we

encourage you to get up ,  get out &

explore Liberty !

Click here to see our list of the top

nine field trip ideas in Liberty

County !

FIELD  TRIP  IDEAS  IN  LIBERTY

COUNTY
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NEW MEMBERS FOR NOVEMBER & DECEMBER

“THE ONLY L IMIT  TO OUR REAL IZAT ION OF TOMORROW WILL  BE OUR DOUBTS OF
TODAY.”  –  FRANKL IN D.  ROOSEVELT

DECEMBER PROGRESS

THROUGH PEOPLE LUNCHEON

HINESVILLE STATE OF THE

CITY ADDRESS FEATURING

MAYOR ALLEN BROWN

Be sure to RSVP today! Email
operations@libertycounty.org or call
912.368.4445. Member cost $15, non-
member $25 This will be conducted in
person up to 50 people and then via
Zoom after.

Thursday, December 10th @ 12 noon 

ESA Investigations & Security, LLC
D'Corner 

A Splash of Paint Studios
Cakamile, LLC
Jumping Jacks

Boys & Girls Club
Storage Spot Midway

Good to Go
Keep Movin' With Andrena

Low Country Audio
Get Tanked Float Center

L'Boyce Brand Bridal and Beyond

Friday, December 4th 
beginning at 6:30pm 

Register by Friday, November 27th  
Click here for more info!

24TH ANNUAL

CHRISTMAS PARADE

Get Frosted!
Coastal Quick Lube
Resilience Couture
Dandelion Juice Bar
ReFocus Behavior

Save Our Next Generation
Southeastern Bank

Lyle Mobile Fire Protection
Horizon Diagnostic Laboratory

Malcolm Williams for City Council
Sign Gypsies

Delectable Fruits & Scoops

Huta Essentials
Signs by Kelli Johns

IHOP
Heaven Sent Salon

Second Looks Lawn Maintenance
Gold Star Plumbing

M&M Motors
Global Business Development Strategist, LLC

HLH & Co., Nursery and Design
Liberty Diamonds Elite Academy
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Visit the Local Job

Opportunites board

on our  website .

Click here to see

who 's hiring !  
Chamber membership is open to anyone who

wants to do business in Liberty County or just

be connected to the community .  Did you

know we have quite a few retirees who are

members? They just want to give back ,

volunteer & be a part of things .  

Chamber membership pricing is based on

the number of employees that a business

has ,  however ,  there are exceptions for those

who are retired .  Realtors (R) can also receive

discounted pricing if their Broker/Owner is a

member .  

We also have members from Savannah ,

Jesup ,  Richmond Hill and other cities .  These

are businesses who want to do business in

Liberty County .  They want to network with

our folks and get to know the community .  

What are the benefits of Chamber

membership? Well that could take us all day

to explain but the basic explanation is you

get out of it what you put into it .  If you take

advantage of all of the opportunities then

the sky is the limit !  

Want to know more or refer a friend for

membership? Click here .

LOOK ING  FOR

WORK ?

WHO  CAN  JO IN  THE  CHAMBER ?
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Why save for tomorrow ,  what can be done today? After all ,  there ’s

24 hours in a day ,  right? So you wake up and give in to life ’s many

demands .  

 

You answer every  “Mom I need , ”  “Where ’s my , ”  “What 's for

dinner , ”  “Can you , ”  and still the bills are due ,  the dog needs a walk ,  and the

kids are home ,  but they go to school ,  well sometimes ,  but maybe not enough ,

because you ’re doing your best—did the kids do their homework? 

 

You make it out the door ,  or into the living room because it ’s

time for you to go to work .  Projects and deadlines greet you— so much for a

good morning .  There ’s always a new project being added to the queue while

you ’ve got the last new project sitting on your desk ready to be next .  Oh ,  yeah

did I mention? You are still trying to have a social life .  

 

The day ends ,  and you start to feel like there aren ’t enough hours

in a day or days in a week .  You think back to your social life before

quarantine and wonder ,  when will I be able to just take a deep breath ,  relax ,

and rejuvenate? This is enough to make you put your head under the cover and

say ,  I will start tomorrow .  

 

This is the idea that waiting another day would make life easier ,

but life is not set up that way especially when you are trying to balance your

responsibilities to a family ,  your career ,   a dream ,   and yourself .

Tomorrow ’s agenda has already been scheduled .  In fact ,  so is the rest of the

week .  You check a little closer and realize your month is preplanned .  Yep

you ’re booked for the rest of the year .  And we are entering into the holiday

season .  

 

I can imagine you might be feeling a bit exhausted if you related

to any part of that scenario .  The reality is most people manage their lives

this way 365 days a year without realizing they are allowing life ’s demands ,

stressors and the needs of others to distract them from the path of their life

journey .  There is more to life than deadlines ,  bosses ,  work ,  church ,  and

everyone ’s issues .  

 

My secret to unlocking the most out of my Life ’s Journey is

finding balance ,  setting boundaries ,  and mindful breathing .  I am the CEO of my

own company and it can be overwhelming at times if I forget to practice one of

my 7 BBB (Balance ,  Boundary ,  Breathing) exercises .  It ’s how I keep from

quitting the brand ,  running to Jamaica ,  and sending postcards every quarter to

let everyone know I ’m okay .  I found a way to guarantee that that I love what I

do by finding balance ,  setting boundaries ,  and practicing mindful breathing .

You can work your way through the 7 parts of my BBB Exercises to choose to

KeepMovinwithAndrena .  

 

B R E A T H E  A G A I N  A F T E R  A  D E M A N D I N G  D A Y

B Y  A N D R E N A  P H I L L I P S

Yes we live in a world that expects us to put the hustle before
our health, but our ambition  shouldn’t require us to sacrifice our

peace, joy, or happiness. We shouldn't think it’s acceptable to have the
right to laugh snatched from us.

Don’t let your life get consumed with work and worries. BE Happy,
Breathe and Experience Happiness. Find the excitement of seeing

life’s beauty embodied in you.

We all kind of learn, some time or another that life waits for no
one. We also know that the same can’t be said for that super

important work thing only you can do. Be kind to yourself. Find
balance, set boundaries, and practice mindful breathing.

As always, KeepMovinWithAndrena.

Boundaries
1. Set a morning routine. 

How you start your day will set the
tone for your day. It’s also a good way

to specify specific times for specific
tasks. 

(Need an extra self care minute? 
Add mediation to your morning

shower routine!)

4. Exercise.
It may not be your favorite thing to

do but the body
is designed to move. Start where you

can and build from there. TRY  30
minutes 3x's a week. Exercise brings

mental clarity and jumpstarts the
heart.

5. Take a day off.
Pick a day to disconnect and detox

from the world. No phones, emails, or
work related activities. Take a day to

read, get a massage, go to a
restaurant, to laugh with friends and
family. Let the weight of the world go!
Drop every worry or concern.  Take
more than one if needed. Choose to

relax, rest, and rejuvenate. Work hard,
play hard!

Breathing

6. Moment of Gratitude. 
Before your feet hit the floor say at
least 5 things you are grateful for. I
always say "My cup is more full than
empty." Breathe in positive energy.

7. Meditate. 
Shhhhh be quiet. Sit at least 5

minutes in silence before you utter
even a sound, before you start giving

in to someone else’s demands of
your day. Give yourself a chance to

collect your thoughts and truly
ease your mind.

2. Write in a private journal.
Put your thoughts, ideas and desires
on paper. Remember, you still have
goals, dreams and purpose as well.

Writing things down relieves anxiety,
frustration and depression.

Balance
3. Stretch daily.

Stressors create tension in the body.
Suggestion: as soon as you get up in

the morning, take 2 minutes just
stretch your temple. Your body will

thank you later.















Book your appointment at www.bloodplasma.com/hinesville

http://www.bloodplasma.com/hinesville
















spotlight
on
JIMMY SHANKEN
FREE HOME INSPECTION W/
PURCHASE. CONDITIONS
APPLY

(912) 977 - 4733

spotlight
on

MCDONALD'S
BOGO CLASSIC CHICKEN
SANDWICH OR CHICKEN

BISCUIT

(912) 876 - 9301


